African and African American History Courses for Undergraduates 2014-15

**African History**
*These courses offered in 2014-15 fulfill the Primary or Secondary Field African History course requirement.*

**History Department**
History 1700. The History of Sub-Saharan Africa to 1860 (*fall, Emmanuel Akyeampong*)
History 1701. West Africa from 1800 to the Present (*spring, Emmanuel Akyeampong*)

**NELC Department**
Islamic Civilizations 175. Islam in African History (*spring, Ousmane Oumar Kane*)

**WGS Department**
Studies of Women, Gender, and Sexuality 1249. Gender in African History (*fall, Meghan Healy-Clancy*)

**African American History**
*These courses offered in 2014-15 fulfill the Primary or Secondary Field African American History course requirement.*

**AAAS Department**
African and African American Studies 103x. The Black Radical Tradition (*fall, Justin Leroy*)
African and African American Studies 118. The History of African Americans From the Slave Trade to the Civil War (*fall, Vincent Brown*)
African and African American Studies 122x. The History of African Americans from the Civil War to the Present (*spring, Elizabeth Kai Hinton*)

**History Department**
History 97h. "What is Urban History?" (*spring, Elizabeth Kai Hinton*)
History 1010. History of the Prison (*fall, Elizabeth Kai Hinton*)

**History and Literature Department**
History and Literature 90az. The African American Great Migration (*fall, Erin Royston Battat*)
*History and Literature 90l. Stories of Slavery and Freedom (*fall, Timothy P. McCarthy*)